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Slow computers make everything look historical and defeat the very purpose of technology. You
might be wondering how without having to break a bank, you can make your computer faster.
Certainly, to help make your computer faster without spending a dime, there are various ways and
means of achieving this and these are all time-tested ways.

In this write up you will learn how to speed up your slow PC and even extend its life. You will also
discover how to clean up computer registry and stop background-running programs. When you
install programs in Windows, during the computer start up some of them configure themselves to
start automatically and consume RAM memory without your awareness that they are running in the
background. The longer it takes for the computer to respond to your inquiries, the more programs
are running the longer.

By closing background-running programs, you can significantly speed up your slow PC. By holding
down simultaneously ctrl+del+alt buttons to display the Windows Task Manager, you can simply do
it.  Programs that you are absolutely sure you do not need should be stopped and you should know
what you are doing. One should not stop all the processes that are running because this could shut
down the computer. The best way to take care of all this is speed up PC performance software.
When installed and it will take care of you PC.

Speed up PC performance software also takes care of the computer registry. Information of just
about everything that is on your computer is stored in the Windows registry. All installed programs
driversâ€™ information is available here and the registry helps in executing the programs. The registry
may contain new entries that are created all the time and hundreds of thousands of entries. The
slower your computer will respond, the larger the number of entries. By installing speed up PC
performance software at the beginning, you will speed up your slow PC. Paid software removes
corrupted registry entries and they are updated on a regular basis. This programs even further
speed up PC performance.

You can avail the speed up slow PC software on the Internet. There are various software available
on the Internet that claim to work efficiently but you should not believe it. It is advisable to go for
software that are popular and widely used by other users. If possible, you can also check for
reviews of the software on the internet to get the feel on how it works and if it is actually help in
speed up slow PC. Be it a new or an old computer, once you install speed up PC performance
software you will know exactly how the computer has got its performance improved.
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